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Why I joined PANDA!

Community 
  - interdisciplinair: nuclear, hadron & particle physics 
  - international: 450 scientists from 19 countries 
  - strong network in other collaborations 

Uniqueness 
  - usage of antiprotons: precision & exploration 
  - strange, charm, and gluon “factory”

Technology 
  - data complexity & detector developments 
  - versatile instrument
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Key questions

PANDA Physics Pillars
Nucleon properties

Exotic hadrons

In-medium hadron 
properties

Colour transparency

Neutron stars

Matter-antimatter 
asymmetry

Nucleon  structure

Strangeness physics

Charm and exotics

Hadrons in Nuclei

Figure 1: The PANDA physics pillars, emerging when using antiproton interactions with nucleons
and nuclei as diagnostic tool to shed light on some of the most challenging unresolved problems of
contemporary physics.

applies. Charmed hadrons therefore provide a bridge between perturbative and non-perturbative
QCD.

Other interesting aspects of the hadron mass occur the the next level of complexity, i.e. in
interactions with atomic nuclei. At higher energies, the strong interaction is predicted to be reduced
due to colour transparency [8]. Strange hadrons in nuclei shed light on the long-standing puzzle of
neutron stars.

Another unsolved nucleon puzzle is related to its abundance. There is much more matter
i.e. nucleons, than anti-matter anti-nucleons in the Universe. It is generally believed that equal
amounts of matter and anti-matter were created in the Big Bang and that the asymmetry is of
dynamical origin through baryogenesis [9]. This would however require e.g. CP violating processes
to an extent that so far has not been observed experimentally.

To summarize, despite the many successes of the Standard Model and related fields, many
unresolved problems remain. Antiprotons can shed light on all these problems and provide a
common ground for the broad physics programme at the upcoming PANDA experiment at FAIR.
By using antiproton-proton and antiproton-nucleus interactions as diagnostic tools, four main
physics pillars emerge: 1) Nucleon structure 2) Strangeness physics 3) Charm and exotics and 4)
Hadrons in nuclei, as illustrated in Figure 1. In this paper, we will outline the PANDA Physics
Pillars with emphasis on the programme foreseen for the first phase of operation of PANDA, in
the following referred to as Phase One. The structure of the paper is as follows: in chapter 2, the
present theoretical approaches to non-perturbative QCD, with emphasis on the PANDA Phase One
physics programme, will be summarized. Next, we will elaborate on the advantages of antiprotons
as a probe, followed by a detailed presentation of the PANDA experiment in general and the Phase
One conditions in particular. Finally we will go through each one of the PANDA physics pillars
and discuss their underlying purpose and aims, the present experimental status and the potential
for PANDA Phase One.
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Impact	by	precision	(statistics,	resolution)		
and	uniqueness	(terra	incognita)	

PANDA physics: light, strange, charm
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THE HIGH-ENERGY STORAGE RING (HESR) 
R. Maier# for the HESR Consortium, Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany

Abstract 
The High-Energy Storage Ring (HESR) is part of the 

upcoming International Facility for Antiproton and Ion 
Research (FAIR) at GSI in Darmstadt. An important 
feature of this new facility is the combination of powerful 
phase-space cooled beams and thick internal targets (e.g., 
pellet targets) to reach the demanding requirements of the 
internal target experiment PANDA in terms of beam 
quality and luminosity. In this paper the status of the 
preparatory work for the HESR at the FZ Jülich is 
summarized. The main activities are beam dynamics 
simulations and hardware developments for HESR in 
combination with accelerator component tests and beam 
dynamics experiments at the Cooler Synchrotron COSY. 

INTRODUCTION 
The HESR is an essential part of the physics program at 

FAIR [1]. It is dedicated to the field of high-energy 
antiproton physics to explore the research areas of 
charmonium spectroscopy, hadronic structure, and quark-
gluon dynamics with high-quality beams over a broad 
momentum range from 1.5 to 15 GeV/c. A consortium 
consisting of FZ Jülich (as leading institution), GSI 
Darmstadt, Helmholtz-Institute Mainz, University of 
Bonn and ICPE-CA Bucharest is in charge of HESR 

design and construction. In storage rings the complex 
interplay of different processes like beam cooling, beam-
target interaction and intra-beam scattering determines the 
final equilibrium distribution of the beam particles. 
Electron and stochastic cooling systems are required to 
ensure the specified beam quality and luminosity for 
experiments at HESR, which initially will be performed 
with the PANDA detector [2]. 

The modularized start version is a stepwise approach to 
the realization of FAIR [3]. The accumulator ring RESR 
is part of an upgrade program and only the collector ring 
CR is going to be available for antiproton collection and 
beam cooling from the beginning. Therefore, a 
modification of the HESR injection and accumulation 
scheme is required. The most cost-efficient accumulation 
method is to use the already designed stochastic cooling 
system together with the barrier bucket cavities [4]. Also 
the planned 4.5 MV electron cooling system is postponed 
to a later stage. To enhance the performance of the 
stochastic cooling system the coupling structures of the  
2-4 GHz system have been optimized and successfully 
tested at COSY [5]. First prototype structures operating in 
the 4-6 GHz range have been built to improve the 
performance of stochastic cooling. 

Figure 1: Schematic view of the HESR. Positions for injection, cooling devices and experimental installations are 
indicated. The upper straight is housing electron cooler, stochastic kickers, and space for a future upgrade. The lower 
straight contains injection, RF cavities, PANDA with target, and stochastic pickups.  
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Phase 1+2: max. 1010 antiprotons stored

High resolution mode: 
• e- cooling : p<8.9 GeV/c 
• 1010 antiprotons stored 
• Luminosity up to 2x1031 cm-2s-1 
• dp/p = 4x10-5

High intensity mode: 
• Stochastic cooling 
• 1011 antiprotons stored 
• Luminosity up to 2x1032 cm-2s-1 
• dp/p = 2x10-4
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MSV-HESR mode (Phase-1+2) 
• Energy range: 0.8-14 GeV 
• Stochastic cooling: dp/p=3x10-5 
• Accumulation: 1010 antiprotons in 1000 s 
• Luminosity up to 2x1031 cm-2s-1



14/01/2015 Frank Nerling Charmonium Spectroscopy with PANDA at FAIR 

PANDA Physics Programme 

Anti-Proton ANnihilation in DArmstadt 
 
• Meson spectroscopy 

!  Light mesons 
!  Charmonium 
!  Exotic states: 
     glue-balls, hybrids,  
      molecules / multi-quarks 

•  (Anti-) Baryon production 
• Nucleon structure 
• Charm in nuclei 
• Strangeness physics 

!  hypernuclei, 
!  S = -2 nuclear system  
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 Physics staging at PANDA
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Physics sensitivity
at the various phases
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The structure of the proton
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(lepton pair production)
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Figure 1: Tree-level contributing diagram to p̄p → l+l−.

requires high performance PID detectors and precise mo-
mentum measurement. For example, the information from
the electromagnetic shower induced by different charged
particles in an electromagnetic calorimeter does play an
important role for the electron identification. The kin-
ematic selection suppresses contributions from hadronic
channels with more than two particles in the final states,
as well as events with secondary particles originating from
the interaction of primary particles with the detector ma-
terial. A kinematic selection is also very efficient in sup-
pressing the neutral pions, as discussed in Refs. [11, 18].
Note that the cross section of neutral pion pair produc-
tion, π0π0, is ten times smaller than that of π+π−.

2.1 The signal reaction

The expression of the hadron electromagnetic current for
the p̄p annihilation into two leptons is derived assuming
one-photon exchange. The diagram which contributes to
the tree-level amplitude is shown in Fig. 1. The internal
structure of the hadrons is then parametrized in terms
of two FFs, which are complex functions of q2, the four
momentum squared of the virtual photon. For the case of
unpolarized particles the differential cross section has the
form [15]:

dσ

d cos θ
=

πα2

2βs

!

(1 + cos2 θ)|GM |2 + 1

τ
sin2 θ|GE |2

"

,(3)

where β =
#

1− 1/τ , τ = s/(4m2), α is the electromag-
netic fine-structure constant, and m is the proton mass.
This formula can be also written in equivalent form as [19]:

dσ

d cos θ
= σ0

$

1 +A cos2 θ
%

, (4)

where σ0 is the value of the differential cross section at
θ = π/2 and A is the angular asymmetry which lies in the

range −1 ≤ A ≤ 1, and can be written as a function of
the FFs ratio as:
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where R = |GE |/|GM |.
The fit function defined in Eq. (4) can be reduced to a

linear function (instead of quadratic) where σ0 and A are
the parameters to be extracted from the experimental an-
gular distribution. In the case of R = 0, the minimization
procedure based on MINUIT has problems to converge,
while the asymmetry A varies smoothly in the considered
q2 interval. Therefore, it is expected to reduce instabilit-
ies and correlations in the fitting procedure. The angular
range where the measurement can be performed is usually
restricted to | cos θ| ≤ c̄, with c̄ = cos θmax.

The integrated cross section, σint, is:
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The total cross section, σtot, corresponds to c̄ = 1:
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Being known the total cross section, one can define an
effective FF as:

|Fp|2 =
3βsσtot
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2 +
1
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or from the integrated cross section, as:
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which is equivalent to the value extracted from cross sec-
tion measurements, assuming |GE | = |GM |.

Literature offers several parameterizations of the pro-
ton FFs (see Refs. [20, 21]). The world data are illustrated
in Fig. 2. In Ref. [11] two parameterizations were con-
sidered. Cross section parameters are extracted from ex-
perimental data of the integrated cross section. BABAR
data [22, 23] suggest a steeper decrease with s.

The Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD) inspired para-
meterization of |GE,M | is based on an analytical extension
of the dipole formula from the SL to the TL region and
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Time-like Electromagnetic Form Factors 
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• precision	physics	of	known	states
• resonant,	high	statistics,

extremely	good	precision
in	mass	and	width

p-Annihilations:	Gluon	Rich	Environment

PANDA@FAIR	/	K.	Peters 23

all	quantum	numbers	possible

quantum	numbers	like	pp
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Charmonium - the “positronium” of QCD
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Charmonium - the “positronium” of QCD

L

c
c̄

+radial excitations

Open charm threshold

  

Recent Results on 
Charmonium Transitions 

studied with BESIII
O. Bondarenko, 

for the BESIII Collaboration.  

Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut, University of Groningen, The Netherlands

Charmonium spectroscopy:
● Ideal probe to study QCD at long distance scales 
● Detailed analysis of confinement potential
● Search for exotic hadronic matter: glueballs, hybrids, tetraquarks, molecules;
● SM and beyond by quark mixing matrix.

1 fm
  

C C

Conclusions and Outlook
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Charmonium States

J/ψ

ψ '

ψ ''0

Dashed lines show isospin violating transitions

Isospin-violating transition ψ ' → π0J/ψ

Electromagnetic interaction is small for this channel
BUT: Hadronic loops!

Results for 0/ ratio R

CLEO-c (3.88±0.23±0.05)%

BESIII preliminary (3.74±0.09±0.10)%

Theory (3.1±1.6)%

World's best precision!

BESIII, the Beijing Electron Spectrometer 

● Collider experiment
● L

p e a k
= 5*1032cm-2s-1

● √s =  (2 – 4.6) GeV 
● 4π detector

BESIII Experiment

γ

Experimental Results

BESIII Publications (more than 100!)

First observation of ψ ' → γη
c
(2S)

Measured for the first time!

Simultaneous fit with other decay modes of 
c
(2S)

M(η
c
') = 3638.5±2.3±1.0 MeV/c2

B( '→  γη
c
' → γK

s
K) = (2.98 ± 0.57 ± 0.48) · 10-6

Low precision due to low statistics
● BESIII: clean environment 

  + good performance + more statistics
  = better precision!

Spin singlets η
c
,η

c
(2S), h

c 
are poorly 

studied

Isospin violation:

 Electromagnetic interaction
 The up-down quark mass difference

Isospin breaking reactions could provide access 
to quark masses, however you need smart and 
precise theory and experiment! 

● BESIII is fully operational and world's largest samples of J/ψ, ψ’, ψ(3770) and ψ(4040) are already collected.
● Many world's best measurements in charmonium sector were reported, and a number of observation were made for the first time
● BESIII observed various isospin-breaking decays and accurately determined their branching ratios.
● More exciting new results in charm- and tau- sectors will come soon

Challenge γ ~50 MeV:
● Small branching fraction due to phase space suppression
● Difficult to separate from Bremsstrahlung background 

● Charged and neutral particle identification
γ: 

E
/E  = 2.5% @1 GeV; 

 charged particles:   
p
/p  = 0.5% @1 GeV/c. 

• Very clean environment → small background

Record!

Charmonium spectroscopy and transitions:
● Properties of the h

c                        
 PRL 104, 132002 (2010) 

● Properties of the η
c

arXiv:1111.0398

● ψ' → γη
c

Preliminary

● Multipoles in ψ' → γχ
c2

 arXiv:1110.1742

Charmonium decays:
● ψ' → γπ0, γη, γη′ PRL 105, 261801 (2010)
 χ

cJ
 → π0π0, ηη PRD 81,  052005 (2010)

 χ
cJ
 → γρ, γω, γφ PRD 83,  112005 (2011)

 χ
cJ
 → 4π0 PRD 83,  012006 (2011)

η
c
 → ππ PRD 84,  032006 (2011)

Light quark states:
 X(1860) in J/ψ → γ(pp) Ch. Phys. C 34, 4 (2010) 

& NEW: arXiv:1112.0942
● X(1835) in J/ψ → γ(η′π+π−) PRL 106, 072002 (2011)
● X(1870) in J/ψ → ω(ηπ+π−) PRL 107, 182001 (2011)
● a

0
(980) − f

0
(980) mixing PRD 83,  032003 (2011)

● η′ → ηπ+π− matrix element PRD 83,  012003 (2011)

Open charm, above open charm:
● Coming soon!

 BESIII Collected :
✔ J/ψ: 225M 
✔ ψ': 106M  
✔ ψ'':          2.9 fb-1 (3.5xCLEO-c)
✔  ψ(4010): 0.5 fb-1 

Plans:
+ more J/ψ, ψ', ψ'' 
+ data at higher energies (for XYZ searches and 

D
s
 studies)

BESIII Preliminary BESIII Preliminary

h
c
 and η

c
 in ψ ' → π0h

c, 
h

c
 → γη

c

PRL 104, 132002 (2010)

B( '→  0h
c
) = (8.4 ± 1.3 ± 1.0) · 10-4

Measured for the first 
time!

New: from 16 decay modes of η
c

Simultaneous fit to π0 recoiling mass
M(h

c
) = 3525.31±0.11±0.15 MeV/c2

Γ(h
c
) = 0.70±0.28±0.25 MeV

Properties of η
c
 in ψ ' → γη

c

Simultaneous fit with other decay modes of 
c

M(η
c
) = 2984.4±0.5±0.6 MeV/c2

Γ(η
c
) = 30.5±1.0±0.9 MeV

World's best precision!

ηc(11S0)

J/ψ(13S1)

ψ′(23S1)

ψ′′(13D1)

hc(11P1)

χc0(13P0)

χc1(13P1)

χc2(13P2)

ηc′(21S0)

3.0

3.2

3.4

3.6

3.8

2MD

0−+ 1−− 1+− 0++ 1++ 2++

M
AS

S 
  [

G
eV

/c
2 ]

JPC
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Potential models:

A third topic is the search for exotica such as hybrids;
the level of mixing between conventional quarkonium and
hybrid basis states falls rapidly with increasing quark mass,
which suggests that nonexotic hybrids may be more easily
distinguished from conventional quarkonia in charmonium
than in the light quark sectors. Since lattice gauge theory
(LGT) predicts that the lightest c !c hybrids lie near 4.4 GeV
[37–40], there is a strong incentive to establish the ‘‘back-
ground’’ spectrum of conventional c !c states up to and
somewhat beyond this mass.

A final topic of current interest is the importance of
mixing between quark model q !q basis states and two-
meson continua, which has been cited as a possible reason
for the low masses of the recently discovered DsJ states
[41,42]. The effects of ‘‘unquenching the quark model’’ by
including meson loops can presumably be studied effec-
tively in the c !c system, in which the experimental spectrum
of states is relatively unambiguous. The success of the q !q
quark model is surprising, in view of the probable impor-
tance of corrections to the valence approximation; the
range of validity of the naive ‘‘quenched’’ q !q quark model
is an interesting and open question [43].

Motivated by this revived interest in c !c spectroscopy, we
have carried out a theoretical study of the expected prop-
erties of charmonium states, notably the poorly understood
higher-mass c !c levels above DD threshold. Two variants of
potential models are used in this study, a conventional
nonrelativistic model based on the Schrödinger equation
with a Coulomb plus linear potential, and the Godfrey-
Isgur relativized potential model. We give results for all
states in the multiplets 1! 4S, 1! 3P, 1! 2D, 1! 2F,
and 1G, comprising 40 c !c resonances in total. Predictions
are given for quantities which are likely to be of the great-
est experimental interest, which are the spectrum of states,
E1 (and some M1) electromagnetic transition rates, and
strong partial and total widths for states above open-charm
threshold.

Similar results for many of the electromagnetic transi-
tion rates have recently been reported by Ebert et al. [44].
The ‘"‘! leptonic and two-photon widths are not dis-
cussed in detail here, as they have been considered exten-
sively elsewhere; see for example [45–48] and references
cited therein.

II. SPECTRUM

A. Nonrelativistic potential model

As a minimal model of the charmonium system we use a
nonrelativistic potential model, with wave functions deter-
mined by the Schrödinger equation with a conventional
quarkonium potential. We use the standard color Coulomb
plus linear scalar form, and also include a Gaussian-
smeared contact hyperfine interaction in the zeroth-order
potential. The central potential is

V#c !c$
0 #r$ % ! 4

3

!s

r
" br" 32"!s

9m2
c

~#$#r$ ~Sc & ~S !c; (1)

where ~#$#r$ % #$= !!!!
"

p $3e!$2r2 . The four parameters (!s,
b, mc, $) are determined by fitting the spectrum.

The spin-spin contact hyperfine interaction is one of the
spin-dependent terms predicted by one gluon exchange
(OGE) forces. The contact form / ## ~x$ is actually an
artifact of an O#v2

q=c2$ expansion of the T-matrix [49],
so replacing it by an interaction with a range 1=$ compa-
rable to 1=mc is not an unwarranted modification.

We treat the remaining spin-dependent terms as mass
shifts using leading-order perturbation theory. These are
the OGE spin-orbit and tensor interactions and a longer-
ranged inverted spin-orbit term, which arises from the
assumed Lorentz scalar confinement. These are explicitly

Vspin-dep %
1

m2
c

"#
2!s

r3
! b

2r

$
~L & ~S" 4!s

r3
T
%
: (2)

The spin-orbit operator is diagonal in a jJ;L; Si basis,
with the matrix elements h ~L & ~Si % 'J#J" 1$ ! #L#L"
1$ ! S#S" 1$(=2. The tensor operator T has nonvanishing
diagonal matrix elements only between L> 0 spin-triplet
states, which are

h3LJjTj3LJi %

8>>><
>>>:

! L
6#2L"3$ ; J % L" 1

" 1
6 ; J % L

! #L"1$
6#2L!1$ ; J % L! 1

: (3)

For experimental input we use the masses of the 11 rea-
sonably well-established c !c states, which are given in
Table I (rounded to 1 MeV). The parameters that follow
from fitting these masses are #!s; b; mc;$$ %
#0:5461; 0:1425 GeV2; 1:4794 GeV; 1:0946 GeV$. Given
these values, we can predict the masses and matrix ele-
ments of the currently unknown c !c states; Table I and
Fig. 1 show the predicted spectrum.

B. Godfrey-Isgur relativized potential model

The Godfrey-Isgur model is a ‘‘relativized’’ extension of
the nonrelativistic model of the previous section. This
model assumes a relativistic dispersion relation for the
quark kinetic energy, a QCD-motivated running coupling
!s#r$, a flavor-dependent potential smearing parameter $,
and replaces factors of quark mass with quark kinetic
energy. Details of the model and the method of solution
may be found in Ref. [51]. The Hamiltonian consists of a
relativistic kinetic term and a generalized quark-antiquark
potential

H % H0 " Vq !q#~p; ~r$; (4)

where
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which suggests that nonexotic hybrids may be more easily
distinguished from conventional quarkonia in charmonium
than in the light quark sectors. Since lattice gauge theory
(LGT) predicts that the lightest c !c hybrids lie near 4.4 GeV
[37–40], there is a strong incentive to establish the ‘‘back-
ground’’ spectrum of conventional c !c states up to and
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mixing between quark model q !q basis states and two-
meson continua, which has been cited as a possible reason
for the low masses of the recently discovered DsJ states
[41,42]. The effects of ‘‘unquenching the quark model’’ by
including meson loops can presumably be studied effec-
tively in the c !c system, in which the experimental spectrum
of states is relatively unambiguous. The success of the q !q
quark model is surprising, in view of the probable impor-
tance of corrections to the valence approximation; the
range of validity of the naive ‘‘quenched’’ q !q quark model
is an interesting and open question [43].

Motivated by this revived interest in c !c spectroscopy, we
have carried out a theoretical study of the expected prop-
erties of charmonium states, notably the poorly understood
higher-mass c !c levels above DD threshold. Two variants of
potential models are used in this study, a conventional
nonrelativistic model based on the Schrödinger equation
with a Coulomb plus linear potential, and the Godfrey-
Isgur relativized potential model. We give results for all
states in the multiplets 1! 4S, 1! 3P, 1! 2D, 1! 2F,
and 1G, comprising 40 c !c resonances in total. Predictions
are given for quantities which are likely to be of the great-
est experimental interest, which are the spectrum of states,
E1 (and some M1) electromagnetic transition rates, and
strong partial and total widths for states above open-charm
threshold.

Similar results for many of the electromagnetic transi-
tion rates have recently been reported by Ebert et al. [44].
The ‘"‘! leptonic and two-photon widths are not dis-
cussed in detail here, as they have been considered exten-
sively elsewhere; see for example [45–48] and references
cited therein.

II. SPECTRUM

A. Nonrelativistic potential model

As a minimal model of the charmonium system we use a
nonrelativistic potential model, with wave functions deter-
mined by the Schrödinger equation with a conventional
quarkonium potential. We use the standard color Coulomb
plus linear scalar form, and also include a Gaussian-
smeared contact hyperfine interaction in the zeroth-order
potential. The central potential is
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b, mc, $) are determined by fitting the spectrum.

The spin-spin contact hyperfine interaction is one of the
spin-dependent terms predicted by one gluon exchange
(OGE) forces. The contact form / ## ~x$ is actually an
artifact of an O#v2

q=c2$ expansion of the T-matrix [49],
so replacing it by an interaction with a range 1=$ compa-
rable to 1=mc is not an unwarranted modification.

We treat the remaining spin-dependent terms as mass
shifts using leading-order perturbation theory. These are
the OGE spin-orbit and tensor interactions and a longer-
ranged inverted spin-orbit term, which arises from the
assumed Lorentz scalar confinement. These are explicitly
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1$ ! S#S" 1$(=2. The tensor operator T has nonvanishing
diagonal matrix elements only between L> 0 spin-triplet
states, which are
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For experimental input we use the masses of the 11 rea-
sonably well-established c !c states, which are given in
Table I (rounded to 1 MeV). The parameters that follow
from fitting these masses are #!s; b; mc;$$ %
#0:5461; 0:1425 GeV2; 1:4794 GeV; 1:0946 GeV$. Given
these values, we can predict the masses and matrix ele-
ments of the currently unknown c !c states; Table I and
Fig. 1 show the predicted spectrum.

B. Godfrey-Isgur relativized potential model

The Godfrey-Isgur model is a ‘‘relativized’’ extension of
the nonrelativistic model of the previous section. This
model assumes a relativistic dispersion relation for the
quark kinetic energy, a QCD-motivated running coupling
!s#r$, a flavor-dependent potential smearing parameter $,
and replaces factors of quark mass with quark kinetic
energy. Details of the model and the method of solution
may be found in Ref. [51]. The Hamiltonian consists of a
relativistic kinetic term and a generalized quark-antiquark
potential

H % H0 " Vq !q#~p; ~r$; (4)

where

T. BARNES, S. GODFREY, AND E. S. SWANSON PHYSICAL REVIEW D 72, 054026 (2005)

054026-2

Example from Barnes, Godfrey, Swanson:

(Coulomb  +  Confinement   +   Contact)

(Spin-Orbit       +      Tensor)

PRD72,054026 (2005)

PRD72, 054026 (2005)

I.  An Introduction to Charmonium

c c
CHARMONIUM

c c
HYBRID CHARMONIUM
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Charmonium-like particles - terra incognita

Open charm threshold

Precision
D

iscovery

!20

04 June 2013 KVI 30

What is Zc(3900)?

Charged → It is not a conventional cc!

Tetraquark Hadronic molecule

 arXiv:1110.1333, 1303.6857
 arXiv:1304.0345, 1304.1301

 arXiv:1303.6608, 
1304.2882, 1304.1850

Most popular models

04 June 2013 KVI 30

What is Zc(3900)?

Charged → It is not a conventional cc!

Tetraquark Hadronic molecule

 arXiv:1110.1333, 1303.6857
 arXiv:1304.0345, 1304.1301

 arXiv:1303.6608, 
1304.2882, 1304.1850

Most popular models

Are they exotic hadrons?

  Exotic means non qq* or qqq structures ... what else?

  Strongly interacting clusters of hadrons: molecules
     [Voloshin; Tornqvist; Close; Braaten; Swanson...]

  Tetraquark mesons, Pentaquarks, ...
     [Maiani,Piccinini,Polosa,Riquer ...]

  Hybrids
     [Close, Kou&Pene, ...]

  Hadrocharmonium
     [Voloshin]

  Many exotic candidates have been identified among the so-called XYZ 
      particles.

πc c–
uu–

u– cuc–
c c–

g

c c–
π

π

Exotics



Charmonium-like particles - PANDA opportunities

pentaquark candidates

line shape of X(3872) 
neutral+charged Z-states 
X,Y,Z decays 
search for hc’, 3F4, … 
spin-parity/mass&width of 3D2

line shape/width of the hc 
radiative transitions 
hadronic transitions 
light-quark spectroscopy

Note: LHCb discovery of 3D3 candidate: [arXiv:1903.12240]

Open charm threshold
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14/01/2015 Frank Nerling Charmonium Spectroscopy with PANDA at FAIR 

How PANDA can contribute:  
Study lineshapes"

• Panda: Neutral & charged, e.g. J/ψ π-π+,  J/ψ π0π0 , χcγ → J/ψ γγ, J/ψ γ, J/ψ η, ηcγ, ..."
• Direct formation in p ! lineshapes 
• Example: X(3872) 

"
 
 

Compare lineshapes 
in different final states  

pentaquark candidates

� < 1.2MeV

Strikingly narrow: 

Citation: J. Beringer et al. (Particle Data Group), PR D86, 010001 (2012) and 2013 partial update for the 2014 edition (URL: http://pdg.lbl.gov)

K∗0K−π++ c.c. < 9.7 × 10−3 CL=90% 1722

ppπ0 < 1.2 × 10−3 1595

ppπ+π− < 5.8 × 10−4 CL=90% 1544

ΛΛ < 1.2 × 10−4 CL=90% 1521

ppπ+π−π0 < 1.85 × 10−3 CL=90% 1490

ωpp < 2.9 × 10−4 CL=90% 1309

ΛΛπ0 < 1.2 × 10−3 CL=90% 1469

pp2(π+π−) < 2.6 × 10−3 CL=90% 1425

ηpp < 5.4 × 10−4 CL=90% 1430

ηppπ+π− < 3.3 × 10−3 CL=90% 1284

ρ0pp < 1.7 × 10−3 CL=90% 1313

ppK+K− < 3.2 × 10−4 CL=90% 1185

ηppK+K− < 6.9 × 10−3 CL=90% 736

π0ppK+K− < 1.2 × 10−3 CL=90% 1093

φpp < 1.3 × 10−4 CL=90% 1178

ΛΛπ+π− < 2.5 × 10−4 CL=90% 1405

ΛpK+ < 2.8 × 10−4 CL=90% 1387

ΛpK+π+π− < 6.3 × 10−4 CL=90% 1234

Radiative decaysRadiative decaysRadiative decaysRadiative decays
γχc2 < 9 × 10−4 CL=90% 211

γχc1 ( 2.9 ±0.6 ) × 10−3 253

γχc0 ( 7.3 ±0.9 ) × 10−3 341

γη′ < 1.8 × 10−4 CL=90% 1765

γη < 1.5 × 10−4 CL=90% 1847

γπ0 < 2 × 10−4 CL=90% 1884

X (3872)X (3872)X (3872)X (3872) IG (JPC ) = 0+(1 + +)

Mass m = 3871.68 ± 0.17 MeV
mX (3872) − mJ/ψ = 775 ± 4 MeV
mX (3872) − mψ(2S)
Full width Γ < 1.2 MeV, CL = 90%

X (3872) DECAY MODESX (3872) DECAY MODESX (3872) DECAY MODESX (3872) DECAY MODES Fraction (Γi /Γ) p (MeV/c)

π+π− J/ψ(1S) > 2.6 % 650

ωJ/ψ(1S) > 1.9 % †
D0D0 π0 >32 % 116

D∗0D0 >24 % †
γ J/ψ > 6 × 10−3 697

γψ(2S) [vvaa] > 3.0 % 181

π+π−ηc (1S) not seen 746

HTTP://PDG.LBL.GOV Page 135 Created: 7/12/2013 14:49

Line-shape study of the X(3872)

14/01/2015 Frank Nerling Charmonium Spectroscopy with PANDA at FAIR 

How PANDA can contribute:  
Study lineshapes"

• Panda: Neutral & charged, e.g. J/ψ π-π+,  J/ψ π0π0 , χcγ → J/ψ γγ, J/ψ γ, J/ψ η, ηcγ, ..."
• Direct formation in p ! lineshapes 
• Example: X(3872) 

"
 
 

Compare lineshapes 
in different final states  
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Resonance scanning

Measured rate

Beam

Resonance cross 
section

CM Energy

Some advantages of Anti-protons

Access to all fermion-antifermion
quantum numbers
Access to states of high spin J
Precise mass resolution in
formation reactions

Recent resolution

Energy scan with e+e�: energy resolution 1-2 MeV
Energy scan with pp: energy resolution 240 keV (E760/835@Fermilab)

⇡50 keV (PANDA@FAIR)

C. Motzko (HIM/JGU) Precision spectroscopy with PANDA 16 / 25

(primarily JPC=1- -)

!23



Resonance scanning, case study

p̄p ! X(3872) ! J/ ⇡+⇡�

Detailed Monte Carlo study

Taking into account ~50 mb 
background channels

Systematic study for various input 
xsections, widths, phases, …

20 points each 2 days data taking!
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Fig. 9. Illustration of a scan process for the parameter setting: �S = 100 nb, �0 = 130 keV, 20 energy scan positions (step
size dE ⇡ 50 keV), 2 days of data taking per position, HR mode. The set of 20 small plots (a) represent the energy-dependent
simulated distributions (going from left to right, top to bottom step-wise through the energy range (E�E0) shown in (b)) of the
reconstructed invariant di-lepton candidate mass containing signal, non-resonant and generic DPM background contributions.
(b) shows the resultant energy-dependent yield distribution fitted with a function to extract the parameter of interest, here the
Breit-Wigner width �, around the nominal centre-of-mass energy E0 = 3.872 GeV. (c) shows the distribution of this extracted
parameter compared to the input value �0 for 1000 toy MC experiments, allowing the determination of the expected precision
(root-mean-square of the distribution) and the accuracy (shift of the distribution). The additional Gaussian function that is
fitted to the distribution indicates proper statistical conditions.
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Fig. 9. Illustration of a scan process for the parameter setting: �S = 100 nb, �0 = 130 keV, 20 energy scan positions (step
size dE ⇡ 50 keV), 2 days of data taking per position, HR mode. The set of 20 small plots (a) represent the energy-dependent
simulated distributions (going from left to right, top to bottom step-wise through the energy range (E�E0) shown in (b)) of the
reconstructed invariant di-lepton candidate mass containing signal, non-resonant and generic DPM background contributions.
(b) shows the resultant energy-dependent yield distribution fitted with a function to extract the parameter of interest, here the
Breit-Wigner width �, around the nominal centre-of-mass energy E0 = 3.872 GeV. (c) shows the distribution of this extracted
parameter compared to the input value �0 for 1000 toy MC experiments, allowing the determination of the expected precision
(root-mean-square of the distribution) and the accuracy (shift of the distribution). The additional Gaussian function that is
fitted to the distribution indicates proper statistical conditions.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity measurements for the Breit-Wigner Case study. Shown are the obtained sensitivities as a function of the
assumed natural decay width �0 of the state under study for the six di↵erent signal cross-section assumptions, each for the three
di↵erent HESR running modes. The inner error bars represent the statistical and the outer ones the systematic errors, and the
bracket markers indicate the estimated corresponding numbers for the case of generic hadronic and non-resonant background
upscaling (on the data points, ignoring statistical and systematic errors) according to [56].

actual count numbers, according to [56]:

NB,ee = 1 ) UL90(NB,ee) ⇡ 4 ) ✏upB,ee = 4 · ✏B,ee ,

NB,µµ = 4 ) UL90(NB,µµ) ⇡ 8 ) ✏upB,µµ = 2 · ✏B,µµ .

Applying these factors on the background reconstruction
e�ciencies and re-performing the 1000 MC scan exper-
iments and fits, a conservative number for the figure of
merit is estimated. Practically, the determined J/ yield
at each energy scan point is a↵ected by the increased back-
ground B

gen

, the e�ciency-weighted mean value of the
scaling factors is ✏upB,gen = (4 · ✏B,ee + 2 · ✏B,µµ)/(✏B,ee +
✏B,µµ) ⇡ 2.4, cf. Tab. 3. The uncertainty of the DPM
model itself is di�cult to estimate. As indicated by a com-
parison between DPM [45] predictions and HERA cross-
section measurements [46], showing for typical background
channels of e.g. p̄p ! 2⇡+2⇡� or p̄p ! 2⇡+2⇡�⇡0 that
DPM overestimates the experimental data by a factor 2-3,
we assume it here to be well covered by the error estimate
for the upscaling. In this respect, the resultant sensitivi-
ties for the resonance energy scan measurements are rather
conservative.

Uncertainty due to non-resonant background Another
limitation of our study is the assumption that the di-pion
system of the non-resonant background p̄p ! J/ ⇡+⇡�

(type “NR” in Tab. 2) is never produced via an interme-
diate ⇢0(770). Therefore, we performed the study again,
assuming this happens in 50% of the cases, leading to
background events being kinematically indistinguishable
from signal events. To account for the impact, the recon-
struction e�ciency for the non-resonant background ✏B,NR

is scaled up to the average of the original value (with-
out ⇢0(770)) and the one of the signal reconstruction e�-
ciency ✏S (with ⇢0(770)), separately for the electronic and
the muonic J/ decays to (2.8% + 12.2%)/2 = 7.5% and
(3.0% + 15.2%)/2 = 9.1%, respectively.

The impact due to the e↵ectively higher J/ yield dis-
connected from the resonant X(3872) production, i.e. the
higher background level in the scan graph (Fig. 9, a), is
estimated. For this purpose, an e↵ective average scaling
factor of (7.5/2.8 + 9.1/3.0)/2 ⇡ 2.9 is applied to ✏B,NR

.
The upscaling is done at the same time as the upscal-
ing adressing the limited generic hadronic background de-
scribed previously.

5

gases, such as deuterium, nitrogen or argon will be avail-
able for the p̄A studies. At a later stage, in particular for
the planned hypernuclear experiments, non-gaseous nu-
clear targets will also be used, such as carbon fibres, thin
wires or target foils.

The Micro Vertex Detector (MVD), surrounding the
target region, will provide precise vertex position mea-
surements of about 50µm perpendicular to and 100µm
along the beam axis. It consists of silicon pixel and strip
sensors. Tracking with a transverse momentum resolution
dp

T

/p
T

of better than 1% will be provided by Gas Electro
Multiplier (GEM) planes and a Straw Tube Tracker (STT)
combined with the MVD and the field of the 2T solenoid
magnet. Particle IDentification (PID) of pions, kaons and
protons will be performed via two Detection of Internally
Reflected Cherenkov Light (DIRC) detectors and a Time-
Of-Flight detector system (TOF). State-of-the-art photon
detection as well as separation between electrons and pi-
ons will be performed with an Electromagnetic Calorime-
ter (EMC) equipped with 17200 PbWO

4

crystals. Muon
PID will be provided by the muon detector system sur-
rounding the solenoid magnet.

The forward spectrometer covers polar angles below
10 and 5 degrees in the horizontal and vertical plane, re-
spectively. It comprises a forward tracking system (FTS)
of three pairs of straw tube planes (each of the six sta-
tions equipped with four layers) before, inside and be-
hind the 2Tm dipole magnet. An Aerogel Ring Imaging
Cherenkov Counter (FRICH) and a Forward TOF system
(FTOF) will be used for PID and the Forward Spectrome-
ter Calorimeter (FSC) provides photon detection and elec-
tron/pion separation. A Forward Range System (FRS)
and the Luminosity Detector (LMD) complete the forward
spectrometer.

Since event rates of up to 20MHz are expected, the
PANDA experiment will feature a triggerless readout. Re-
actions of interest will be selected online by complex algo-
rithms running on compute nodes during data acquisition
in order to maximise the fraction of events of interest to be
recorded. Especially, the exemplary channel under study
in this paper, i.e. the signature of a J/ decaying to a
high momentum lepton pair, benefits from this online fil-
tering system. Significant background suppression at even
highest expected event rates will be achieved.

2.3 Resonance energy scans with PANDA/HESR

The procedure of measuring the energy-dependent cross-
section of a specific process over a certain range of centre-
of-mass energies by adjusting (at high precision) the beam
momentum is called a resonance energy scan. Such scan
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. The true energy-depen-
dent cross-section is determined from the experimentally
observed event yields at each centre-of-mass energy, by
unfolding the (precisely known) beam energy profile.

Driving parameters for the resultant sensitivity perfor-
mance for such a measurement are the number of recon-
structed events per scan point, and thus the integrated
luminosity L, and the beam momentum spread dp/p, at

cmsE

cross-section
beam profile
event yield

Fig. 2. Schematic of a resonance energy scan. The true energy-
dependent cross-section (dashed red line), the beam energy
profile (dotted blue line), the measured event yields (markers),
and the e↵ective measured energy-dependent event yield (solid
black line) are illustrated.

which the antiprotons will be delivered by the HESR.
We consider three di↵erent scenarios as they are expected
for the di↵erent phases of the accelerator completion, see
Tab. 1, extracted and computed based on [35]. Apart from
the High Luminosity (HL) mode of the final accelerator
setup with expected dp/p = 1 · 10�4 and L ⇡ 13680 (day
· nb)�1, there will be the High Resolution (HR) mode
with a dp/p about a factor of five more precise and an
integrated luminosity about a factor of ten lower. For the
initial “Phase-1” (P1), the dp/p is expected to be about
another factor of two worse and the integrated luminos-
ity lower by about 15% than for the HR mode [36]. These
three di↵erent HESR operation mode scenarios in terms of
beam resolution and integrated luminosity are assumed in
this study and the resonance energy scans are performed
for each of them, respectively.

For the scan procedure itself, two accuracies are im-
portant. An initially set beam momentum can (after beam
calibration) be determined with 10�4 relative uncertainty.
The accuracy in relative beam adjustment (by frequency
sweeping) will be 10�6, which is also the accuracy ex-
pected for the accelerator to reproduce a certain beam-
momentum setting [37]. Both uncertainties are taken into
account accordingly as described in Sec. 4.

2.4 Objectives of performed sensitivity studies

One goal of the energy-scan simulations is to study the
achievable sensitivity for a natural decay width (�

0

) mea-

Table 1. Momentum spreads dp/p, beam-energy resolutions
dEcms and integrated luminosities L (at

p
s = 3.872 GeV) of

the three di↵erent HESR operation modes [35].

HESR mode dp/p dEcms [keV] L [1/(day · nb)]
HL 1 · 10�4 167.8 13680
HR 2 · 10�5 33.6 1368
P1 5 · 10�5 83.9 1170

Detailed Monte Carlo study

Taking into account ~50 mb 
background channels

Systematic study for various input 
xsections, widths, phases, …

20 points each 2 days data taking!
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity measurements for the Molecule Case study. Shown are the obtained sensitivities in terms of the misiden-
tification probability Pmis as a function of the assumed Flatté parameter Ef,0 of the state under study for the six di↵erent
signal cross-section assumptions, each for the three di↵erent HESR running modes. The inner error bars represent the statistical
and the outer ones the systematic errors, and the bracket markers indicate the estimated corresponding numbers for the case
of generic hadronic and non-resonant background upscaling (on the data points, ignoring statistical and systematic errors)
according to [56].

Applying the factors and re-performing 1000 fits under
these modified conditions lead to more conservative results
for the extracted sensitivities. The bracket markers in the
summarising sensitivity plots (Figs. 11 and 12) indicate
the corresponding numbers due to the upscaling of the
two background contributions according to [56].

Trendlines in sensitivity result plots In order to roughly
guide the eye for inter- and extrapolations between the
actual “measured” data points (Figs. 11 and 12), empiri-
cal trendlines are fitted to the points (with errors). The
extrapolation to smaller input �

0

(Fig. 11), however, are
lacking any serious basis and should be taken with a “grain
of salt”. For the trendlines of P

mis

vs. E
f,0 (Fig. 12), the

empirical fit functions have been constrained to P
mis

=
50% at E

f,0 = E
f,th according to the statistical definition.

At E
f,th, the model itself does not distinguish between

virtual and bound states.
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Fig. 13. Sensitivity plot for a 33% relative error (3�) Breit-
Wigner width measurement.

4.5 Discussion of results

The results of the performed sensitivity study for measur-
ing the natural decay width �

0

of a Breit-Wigner like line

Detailed Monte Carlo study

Taking into account ~50 mb 
background channels

Systematic study for various input 
xsections, widths, phases, …

20 points each 2 days data taking!

5

gases, such as deuterium, nitrogen or argon will be avail-
able for the p̄A studies. At a later stage, in particular for
the planned hypernuclear experiments, non-gaseous nu-
clear targets will also be used, such as carbon fibres, thin
wires or target foils.

The Micro Vertex Detector (MVD), surrounding the
target region, will provide precise vertex position mea-
surements of about 50µm perpendicular to and 100µm
along the beam axis. It consists of silicon pixel and strip
sensors. Tracking with a transverse momentum resolution
dp

T

/p
T

of better than 1% will be provided by Gas Electro
Multiplier (GEM) planes and a Straw Tube Tracker (STT)
combined with the MVD and the field of the 2T solenoid
magnet. Particle IDentification (PID) of pions, kaons and
protons will be performed via two Detection of Internally
Reflected Cherenkov Light (DIRC) detectors and a Time-
Of-Flight detector system (TOF). State-of-the-art photon
detection as well as separation between electrons and pi-
ons will be performed with an Electromagnetic Calorime-
ter (EMC) equipped with 17200 PbWO

4

crystals. Muon
PID will be provided by the muon detector system sur-
rounding the solenoid magnet.

The forward spectrometer covers polar angles below
10 and 5 degrees in the horizontal and vertical plane, re-
spectively. It comprises a forward tracking system (FTS)
of three pairs of straw tube planes (each of the six sta-
tions equipped with four layers) before, inside and be-
hind the 2Tm dipole magnet. An Aerogel Ring Imaging
Cherenkov Counter (FRICH) and a Forward TOF system
(FTOF) will be used for PID and the Forward Spectrome-
ter Calorimeter (FSC) provides photon detection and elec-
tron/pion separation. A Forward Range System (FRS)
and the Luminosity Detector (LMD) complete the forward
spectrometer.

Since event rates of up to 20MHz are expected, the
PANDA experiment will feature a triggerless readout. Re-
actions of interest will be selected online by complex algo-
rithms running on compute nodes during data acquisition
in order to maximise the fraction of events of interest to be
recorded. Especially, the exemplary channel under study
in this paper, i.e. the signature of a J/ decaying to a
high momentum lepton pair, benefits from this online fil-
tering system. Significant background suppression at even
highest expected event rates will be achieved.

2.3 Resonance energy scans with PANDA/HESR

The procedure of measuring the energy-dependent cross-
section of a specific process over a certain range of centre-
of-mass energies by adjusting (at high precision) the beam
momentum is called a resonance energy scan. Such scan
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. The true energy-depen-
dent cross-section is determined from the experimentally
observed event yields at each centre-of-mass energy, by
unfolding the (precisely known) beam energy profile.

Driving parameters for the resultant sensitivity perfor-
mance for such a measurement are the number of recon-
structed events per scan point, and thus the integrated
luminosity L, and the beam momentum spread dp/p, at

cmsE

cross-section
beam profile
event yield

Fig. 2. Schematic of a resonance energy scan. The true energy-
dependent cross-section (dashed red line), the beam energy
profile (dotted blue line), the measured event yields (markers),
and the e↵ective measured energy-dependent event yield (solid
black line) are illustrated.

which the antiprotons will be delivered by the HESR.
We consider three di↵erent scenarios as they are expected
for the di↵erent phases of the accelerator completion, see
Tab. 1, extracted and computed based on [35]. Apart from
the High Luminosity (HL) mode of the final accelerator
setup with expected dp/p = 1 · 10�4 and L ⇡ 13680 (day
· nb)�1, there will be the High Resolution (HR) mode
with a dp/p about a factor of five more precise and an
integrated luminosity about a factor of ten lower. For the
initial “Phase-1” (P1), the dp/p is expected to be about
another factor of two worse and the integrated luminos-
ity lower by about 15% than for the HR mode [36]. These
three di↵erent HESR operation mode scenarios in terms of
beam resolution and integrated luminosity are assumed in
this study and the resonance energy scans are performed
for each of them, respectively.

For the scan procedure itself, two accuracies are im-
portant. An initially set beam momentum can (after beam
calibration) be determined with 10�4 relative uncertainty.
The accuracy in relative beam adjustment (by frequency
sweeping) will be 10�6, which is also the accuracy ex-
pected for the accelerator to reproduce a certain beam-
momentum setting [37]. Both uncertainties are taken into
account accordingly as described in Sec. 4.

2.4 Objectives of performed sensitivity studies

One goal of the energy-scan simulations is to study the
achievable sensitivity for a natural decay width (�

0

) mea-

Table 1. Momentum spreads dp/p, beam-energy resolutions
dEcms and integrated luminosities L (at

p
s = 3.872 GeV) of

the three di↵erent HESR operation modes [35].

HESR mode dp/p dEcms [keV] L [1/(day · nb)]
HL 1 · 10�4 167.8 13680
HR 2 · 10�5 33.6 1368
P1 5 · 10�5 83.9 1170
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Light meson spectroscopy
Light Meson Spectrum 

2	J. J. Dudek, Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 074023 
 

•  Glueballs:     gg, ggg 
•  Hybrids:        qqg 
•  Tetraquarks: (qq)(qq) 

Color-less qq states (q = u, d, s) 
Multipletts of qq mesons with same JPC 

Additional color-less states: 
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Light meson spectroscopy
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Light Mesons in pp Annihilation at PANDA 

•  Antiproton-proton annihilation 
–  huge cross sections for light meson production: 100 nb … 10 µb 
–  gluon rich processes à production of glueballs and hybrids 

•  Access in formation to 
–  neutral resonances with m > 2.25 GeV/c2 and  
–  non-exotic quantum numbers 

•  Access in production to all resonances with 
–  at least one recoil meson and 
–  variable center-of-mass energy (à tunable phasespace) 

•  Many broad and overlapping states 
–  requires (often) partial wave analysis techniques to identify resonances 

3	

Marc Pelizaeus et al.



Glueball searches in light-meson sector
Marc Pelizaeus et al.

Search for glueballs in ΦΦ 

•  One channel related to light meson 
spectroscopy pp à ΦΦ 

•  Study of  narrow fJ(2230) previously 
reported by MARK III and BES II   
–  outdated, since this state is excluded by 

Babar and BES III with superior statistics 
–  not accessible in formation at HESR  

•  Still to do: Scan above 2.25 GeV  
–  Jetset (1998): cross section >100x larger 

than expected from OZI rule à gluonic 
component? 

–  broad f2(2300) and f2(2330) glueball 
candidates  

•  Need an update on this topic 
4	

Accessible  
at HESR 

[K. Goetzen] 
ppàΦΦ Cross Section 

Jetset, Phys. Rev. D 57, 5370 (1998) 

Jetset (1998): 
  - cross section 100x larger than expected from OZI 
  - large gluonic component? 
  - glueball candidate f2(2300) and f2(2330)?

PANDA (2025): 
  - scan above 2.25 GeV: terra incognita 
  - 5x104 reconstructed events/day at L=1031 cm-2s-1 

   - physics studies at reduced luminosities feasible

Day-1
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PANDA physics overviewPANDA	Physics	Program

Strangeness Nuclear	Physics

Nucleon	StructureSpectroscopy

New	narrow	XYZ:
Search	for	partner	
states

Production	of
exotic	QCD	states:
Glueballs	&	hybrids

Time-like	form	factors:
Low	and	high	E,	e	and	µ	pairs

Generalized	parton distributions:
Orbital	angular	momentum

Drell Yan	process:
Transverse	structure,
valence	anti-quarks

Hypernuclear	physics:
Double	Λ hypernuclei
Hyperon	interaction

Hadrons	in	nuclei:
Charm	and	strangeness
in	the	medium

Strange	baryons:
Spectroscopy
Polarization

Bound
States	of	
Strong	

Interaction

HI collisions
comparing
QGP to
elementary
reactions

astrophysics
strange n-stars

HEP underlying
elementary processes

HEP
interference

of coupled
channels

nuclear physics
hyper-nuclear 
spectroscopy

Status	of	PANDA	/	K.	Peters 35
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Exploring the hyperon sector

What happens if  
we replace one of the 

light quarks in the proton 
with one - or many - 
heavier quark(s)? 

proton 

Λ Σ0 

Ξ- Ω- 

Key question in hyperon physics: 

Karin Schoenning
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Exploring the hyperon sectorStrange and charm production 

Models based on  
 

1) quark-gluon picture* 
  

2) the hadron picture** 
  

3) a combination  
     of 1) and 2) *** 

*PLB 179 (1986) 15;  PLB 165 (1985) 187; 
NPA 468 (1985) 669; 

** PRC 31(1985) 1857; PLB179 (1986) 15; 
PLB 214 (1988) 317; 

*** PLB 696 (2011) 352. 
Karin Schoenning

PLB

PRC
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Previous measurements of             . pp YY→

• A lot of data on                     near threshold, mainly from PS185 at LEAR*. 
 

• Very scarce data bank above 4 GeV. 
 

• Only a few bubble chamber events on 
 

• No data on                      nor    
 

* See e.g. T. Johansson,  AIP Conf. Proc.  Of LEAP 2003, p. 95. 

pp→ΛΛ

pp→ΞΞ
pp→ΩΩ c cpp→Λ Λ

Previous measurements of             . pp YY→

• A lot of data on                     near threshold, mainly from PS185 at LEAR*. 
 

• Very scarce data bank above 4 GeV. 
 

• Only a few bubble chamber events on 
 

• No data on                      nor    
 

* See e.g. T. Johansson,  AIP Conf. Proc.  Of LEAP 2003, p. 95. 

pp→ΛΛ

pp→ΞΞ
pp→ΩΩ c cpp→Λ Λ

Karin Schoenning * See e.g. T. Johansson, AIP Conf. Proc. of LEAP 2003, p. 95
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PANDA is a hyperon factory!
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Table 2: Results from simulation studies of the various production reactions of ground state hy-
perons. The efficiencies are exclusive, i.e. all final state particles are reconstructed.

pp (GeV/c) Reaction � (µb) Eff (%) Decay S/B Rate (s�1)
at 10

31cm�2s�1

1.64 pp ! ⇤⇤ 64.0 [82] 15.7 ⇤ ! p⇡

� 114 44
1.77 pp ! ⌃

0
⇤ 10.9 [82] 5.3 ⌃

0 ! ⇤� > 11 (90% C.L.) 2.4
6.0 pp ! ⌃

0
⇤ 20.0 [91] 6.1 ⌃

0 ! ⇤� 21 5.0
4.6 pp ! ⌅

+
⌅

� 1.0 [77] 8.2 ⌅

� ! ⇤⇡

� 274 0.3
7.0 pp ! ⌅

+
⌅

� 0.3 [77] 7.9 ⌅

� ! ⇤⇡

� 165 0.1
4.6 pp ! ⌅

⇤+
⌅

� 1 7.9 ¯

⌅

⇤ ! ⇤K > 19 (90% C.L.) 0.2
⌅

� ! ⇤⇡

�

angle. In each bin, the polarization Pn and spin correlations Cij were reconstructed. The resulting
polarization distribution is shown in panel a) of Figure 8 with acceptance corrections and in panel
b) with the acceptance-independent method. The polarization distributions extracted with the two
independent methods agree with each other and with the input distribution which is reassuring.
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Figure 8: (a) Average polarization of the ⇤/¯⇤. (b) Average of the polarisations reconstructed
without any acceptance correction. The vertical error bars are statistical uncertainties only. The
horizontal bars are the bin widths. The red solid line mark the input polarization as a function of
cos ✓⇤

In the same way, spin observables of the ⌅

� hyperons were studied at both 4.6 GeV/c and 7.0
GeV/c. The number of signal events were 7.2 · 104 and 6.7 · 104, respectively, samples that can be
collected within a few days during Phase One. The resulting polarization as a function of cos ✓⌅
obtained at each energy are shown in Figure 9. The singlet fractions were calculated from the spin
correlations and are shown in Figure 10. A singlet fraction of 0 means that all ⌅�

¯

⌅

+ states are
produced in a spin triplet state, a fraction of 1 means they are all in a singlet state, and a fraction
of 0.25 means the spins are completely uncorrelated. In Ref. [79], the singlet fraction is predicted
to be 0 for forward-going ¯

⌅

+ and closer to 1 in the backward region. This is in contrast to the
single-strange case when the singlet fraction is almost independent of the scattering angle. The
results of the simulations shown in Figure 10 indicate that the uncertainties in the singlet fraction
will be modest at all scattering angles, which enables a precise test of the prediction from Ref.
[79].

5.2 Hyperon Spectroscopy
In light and strange baryon spectroscopy, we search for answers the following questions: i) to which
extent do the excitation spectra of baryons consisting of u, d, s follow the systematics of SU(3)
flavour symmetry? ii) which degrees of freedom are relevant for the excitation modes of baryons?
iii) how important is the dynamics in baryon-meson systems? iv) are there exotic baryon states,
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• Very scarce data bank above 4 GeV. 
 

• Only a few bubble chamber events on 
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* See e.g. T. Johansson,  AIP Conf. Proc.  Of LEAP 2003, p. 95. 
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Table 2: Results from simulation studies of the various production reactions of ground state hy-
perons. The efficiencies are exclusive, i.e. all final state particles are reconstructed.
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In the same way, spin observables of the ⌅

� hyperons were studied at both 4.6 GeV/c and 7.0
GeV/c. The number of signal events were 7.2 · 104 and 6.7 · 104, respectively, samples that can be
collected within a few days during Phase One. The resulting polarization as a function of cos ✓⌅
obtained at each energy are shown in Figure 9. The singlet fractions were calculated from the spin
correlations and are shown in Figure 10. A singlet fraction of 0 means that all ⌅�
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+ states are
produced in a spin triplet state, a fraction of 1 means they are all in a singlet state, and a fraction
of 0.25 means the spins are completely uncorrelated. In Ref. [79], the singlet fraction is predicted
to be 0 for forward-going ¯

⌅

+ and closer to 1 in the backward region. This is in contrast to the
single-strange case when the singlet fraction is almost independent of the scattering angle. The
results of the simulations shown in Figure 10 indicate that the uncertainties in the singlet fraction
will be modest at all scattering angles, which enables a precise test of the prediction from Ref.
[79].

5.2 Hyperon Spectroscopy
In light and strange baryon spectroscopy, we search for answers the following questions: i) to which
extent do the excitation spectra of baryons consisting of u, d, s follow the systematics of SU(3)
flavour symmetry? ii) which degrees of freedom are relevant for the excitation modes of baryons?
iii) how important is the dynamics in baryon-meson systems? iv) are there exotic baryon states,
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Table 2: Results from simulation studies of the various production reactions of ground state hy-
perons. The efficiencies are exclusive, i.e. all final state particles are reconstructed.

pp (GeV/c) Reaction � (µb) Eff (%) Decay S/B Rate (s�1)
at 10
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� 114 44
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0
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b) with the acceptance-independent method. The polarization distributions extracted with the two
independent methods agree with each other and with the input distribution which is reassuring.
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In the same way, spin observables of the ⌅

� hyperons were studied at both 4.6 GeV/c and 7.0
GeV/c. The number of signal events were 7.2 · 104 and 6.7 · 104, respectively, samples that can be
collected within a few days during Phase One. The resulting polarization as a function of cos ✓⌅
obtained at each energy are shown in Figure 9. The singlet fractions were calculated from the spin
correlations and are shown in Figure 10. A singlet fraction of 0 means that all ⌅�
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produced in a spin triplet state, a fraction of 1 means they are all in a singlet state, and a fraction
of 0.25 means the spins are completely uncorrelated. In Ref. [79], the singlet fraction is predicted
to be 0 for forward-going ¯

⌅

+ and closer to 1 in the backward region. This is in contrast to the
single-strange case when the singlet fraction is almost independent of the scattering angle. The
results of the simulations shown in Figure 10 indicate that the uncertainties in the singlet fraction
will be modest at all scattering angles, which enables a precise test of the prediction from Ref.
[79].

5.2 Hyperon Spectroscopy
In light and strange baryon spectroscopy, we search for answers the following questions: i) to which
extent do the excitation spectra of baryons consisting of u, d, s follow the systematics of SU(3)
flavour symmetry? ii) which degrees of freedom are relevant for the excitation modes of baryons?
iii) how important is the dynamics in baryon-meson systems? iv) are there exotic baryon states,
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Rich set of polarisation observables

(double) strange and charm baryons 

Explore hyperon dynamics above 4 GeV
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Figure 8: (a) Average polarization of the ⇤/¯⇤. (b) Average of the polarisations reconstructed
without any acceptance correction. The vertical error bars are statistical uncertainties only. The
horizontal bars are the bin widths. The red solid line mark the input polarization as a function of
cos ✓⇤

respect to the z-axis is shown as a function of cos ✓⇤. In (b), the average of the i) correlation C
xz

of the ⇤ spin with respect to the x-axis and the spin of the ¯

⇤ also with respect to the z-axis and
the ii) correlation C

zx

of the ⇤ spin with respect to the z-axis and the spin of the ¯

⇤ also with
respect to the x-axis. Symmetry requires C

xz

= C
zx

. The reconstructed distributions reproduce
the input distributions well.

The statistical uncertainties are shown in Figure 10. They show that for a sample of 15700
events, collected within a few hours with the Phase One conditions, one can achieve a statistical
precision of the level of 0.5-1.5% for the polarization and 3-7 % for the spin correlations.
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Figure 9: The correlation between the ⇤ and the ¯

⇤ spin with respect to the (a) z-axes and (b)
x-axis and z-axisvertical error bars are statistical uncertainties only. The horizontal bars are the
bin widths. The red solid line mark the input polarization as a function of cos ✓⇤

6.2 Hyperon Spectroscopy
In light and strange baryon spectroscopy we search for answers the following questions: i) to which
extent do the excitation spectra of baryons consisting of u, d, s follow the systematics of SU(3)
flavour symmetry? ii) which degrees of freedom are relevant for the excitation modes of baryons?
iii) how important is the dynamics in baryon-meson systems? iv) are there exotic baryon states,
e.g. pentaquarks or dibaryons?
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Figure 9: (a) Average polarization of the ⌅

�/¯⌅+ at 4.6 GeV/c. (b) Average of the polarization
of ⌅�/¯⌅+ at 7.0 GeV/c. The vertical error bars are statistical uncertainties only. The horizontal
bars are the bin widths. The red solid line mark the input polarization as a function of cos ✓⌅
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Figure 10: Reconstructed Singlet Fraction FS at (a) pbeam = 4.6 GeV/c and (b) pbeam = 7.0

GeV/c. The red curves are the input Singlet Fraction. The dashed line indicates values corre-
sponding to a statistical mixture of singlet and triplet final states.

e.g. pentaquarks or dibaryons?

5.2.1 Experimental status

So far, worldwide efforts in baryon spectroscopy have been focused on N

⇤ and � resonances. Most
of the known states have masses smaller than 2 GeV/c2 and were discovered in ⇡N scattering
experiments. In recent years, many laboratories (JLab, ELSA, MAMI, GRAAL, Spring-8 etc)
have studied these resonances in photon-induced reactions ([96, 97]). As a result, the data bank
on nucleon and � spectra has become much more solid. Nevertheless, several questions remain
unsolved. The observed spectra show many features that cannot be explained within the quark
model. One example if the problem of missing resonances: Predicted baryonic states that haven’t
been observed by experiment. It is unclear whether these states are missing because they do not
exist – implying that our understanding of baryons is incomplete – or if the experiments until
now have been insensitive to them. The latter menas that if the states only couple weakly to
⇡N and �N , they would escape observation. Searches using different probes, e.g. anti-protons,
could shed light on this puzzle. Another problem is that of level ordering : The lightest baryon,
i.e the nucleon, has J

P
=

1
2

+ and the next-to-lightest baryon is expected to be its parity partner,
with J

P
=

1
2

�. However, this is in contrast to experimental findings where the Roper N

⇤
(1440)

resonance, with J

P
=

1
2

+, is significantly lighter than the lightest J

P
=

1
2

� state, i.e. the
N

⇤
(1535). It is interesting to see how these puzzling features are carried over to the strange sector.
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distribution of the produced cascades are isotropically generated since no experimental data exist.
The generated Dalitz plot and the ⇤K� invariant mass distribution are shown in Figure ??.
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The full decay tree is shown in figure 11.
For this study 4.47445·106 signal events were generated with the event generator EvtGen [?].

Table 3: EvtGen input

Weight Reaction
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The analysis was performed in the same way as in Section 6.1.2: with ideal pattern recognition,
ideal PID with additional requirements on the number of hits in order to mimic the realistic case.
The final state is required to contain p, p̄, ⇡�, ⇡+, K� and K+. The ⇤ candidates were identified
by combining p and ⇡� into a common vertex. The invariant mass must fulfil |M(p⇡�

)�m⇤| < 0.3
GeV/c2. A mass constraint fit was performed and only combinations with a probability larger than
1% in both the vertex- and the mass constraint fit, were selected for further analysis. If more than
one ⇤ or ¯

⇤ was found in an event, then the one with the smallest �2 from the vertex fit was chosen.
The ⇤ (¯⇤) reconstruction efficiency was found to be 37.3% (36.8%).

The ⌅

� (⌅+) candidates are identified by combining the ⇤ (⇤) candidate with the remaining
⇡� (⇡+). The selection of ⌅� and ⌅

+ follows the same scheme as that of ⇤ and ⇤: invariant mass,
vertex fit and mass constraint fit. The reconstruction efficiency for ⌅

� (⌅+) is 19.7% (19.3%).
For the reconstruction of the whole decay chain ⌅

+
⇤K� are combined. The same is done with

⌅

�
⇤K+ for the charge conjugate channel. The resulting four-momentum vector is fitted with the

constraint to match to the initial four-momentum of the p̄p entrance channel. After the fit only
those candidates are selected which have a �2 probability of more than 1%.

The reconstructed Dalitz plot and ⇤K� invariant mass are shown in Figure ??. The acceptance
is flat with respect to the Dalitz plot variables and the angles, which minimizes the systematics in
the planned partial wave analysis of this final state.

In order to evaluate the ⌅ and ¯

⌅ resonance parameters, the ⇤K� and ¯

⇤K+ mass distribu-
tions have been fitted with two Voigt functions combined with a polynomial. By comparing the
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constraint to match to the initial four-momentum of the p̄p entrance channel. After the fit only
those candidates are selected which have a �2 probability of more than 1%.

The reconstructed Dalitz plot and ⇤K� invariant mass are shown in Figure ??. The acceptance
is flat with respect to the Dalitz plot variables and the angles, which minimizes the systematics in
the planned partial wave analysis of this final state.
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Table 2: Results from simulation studies of the various production reactions of ground state hy-
perons. The efficiencies are exclusive, i.e. all final state particles are reconstructed.

pp (GeV/c) Reaction � (µb) Eff (%) Decay S/B Rate (s�1)
at 10

31cm�2s�1

1.64 pp ! ⇤⇤ 64.0 [82] 15.7 ⇤ ! p⇡

� 114 44
1.77 pp ! ⌃

0
⇤ 10.9 [82] 5.3 ⌃

0 ! ⇤� > 11 (90% C.L.) 2.4
6.0 pp ! ⌃

0
⇤ 20.0 [91] 6.1 ⌃

0 ! ⇤� 21 5.0
4.6 pp ! ⌅

+
⌅

� 1.0 [77] 8.2 ⌅

� ! ⇤⇡

� 274 0.3
7.0 pp ! ⌅

+
⌅

� 0.3 [77] 7.9 ⌅

� ! ⇤⇡

� 165 0.1
4.6 pp ! ⌅

⇤+
⌅

� 1 7.9 ¯

⌅

⇤ ! ⇤K > 19 (90% C.L.) 0.2
⌅

� ! ⇤⇡

�

angle. In each bin, the polarization Pn and spin correlations Cij were reconstructed. The resulting
polarization distribution is shown in panel a) of Figure 8 with acceptance corrections and in panel
b) with the acceptance-independent method. The polarization distributions extracted with the two
independent methods agree with each other and with the input distribution which is reassuring.
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Figure 8: (a) Average polarization of the ⇤/¯⇤. (b) Average of the polarisations reconstructed
without any acceptance correction. The vertical error bars are statistical uncertainties only. The
horizontal bars are the bin widths. The red solid line mark the input polarization as a function of
cos ✓⇤

In the same way, spin observables of the ⌅

� hyperons were studied at both 4.6 GeV/c and 7.0
GeV/c. The number of signal events were 7.2 · 104 and 6.7 · 104, respectively, samples that can be
collected within a few days during Phase One. The resulting polarization as a function of cos ✓⌅
obtained at each energy are shown in Figure 9. The singlet fractions were calculated from the spin
correlations and are shown in Figure 10. A singlet fraction of 0 means that all ⌅�

¯

⌅

+ states are
produced in a spin triplet state, a fraction of 1 means they are all in a singlet state, and a fraction
of 0.25 means the spins are completely uncorrelated. In Ref. [79], the singlet fraction is predicted
to be 0 for forward-going ¯

⌅

+ and closer to 1 in the backward region. This is in contrast to the
single-strange case when the singlet fraction is almost independent of the scattering angle. The
results of the simulations shown in Figure 10 indicate that the uncertainties in the singlet fraction
will be modest at all scattering angles, which enables a precise test of the prediction from Ref.
[79].

5.2 Hyperon Spectroscopy
In light and strange baryon spectroscopy, we search for answers the following questions: i) to which
extent do the excitation spectra of baryons consisting of u, d, s follow the systematics of SU(3)
flavour symmetry? ii) which degrees of freedom are relevant for the excitation modes of baryons?
iii) how important is the dynamics in baryon-meson systems? iv) are there exotic baryon states,
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Figure 12: (a) The generated Dalitz plot of the ⇤K

�
⌅

+ final state. The ⌅(1690)

� and ⌅(1820)

�

resonances show up as vertical bands.(b) The ⇤K

� invariant mass of the generated data.
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Figure 13: (a) The reconstructed Dalitz plot of the ⇤K

�
⌅

+ final state.(b) The ⇤K

� invariant
mass of the reconstructed MC data.

case. The final state is required to contain p, p̄, ⇡

�, ⇡

+, K� and K+. The ⇤ candidates were
identified by combining p and ⇡

� into a common vertex and applying a mass window criterion. The
⌅

� (⌅⇤) hyperons were identified by combining ⇤ candidates with the remaining pions (kaons).
Background was further suppress by a decay tree fit in the same way as in Section 5.1.2. The
exclusive reconstruction efficiency was found to be 5.4%. Assuming a p̄p ! ¯

⌅

⇤
⌅ cross section of

1µb, this corresponds to a reconstruction rate of 0.2s�1 or 19000 events per day. The cross section
has never been measured, but should not be very different from that of ground-state ¯

⌅

+
⌅

� [101]
that was measured by Ref. [81] to be around 1µb.

The background was studied using a DPM sample containing 10

8 events and the data were
weighted assuming a total cross section of 50 mb. No background events survived the selection
criteria and we therefore conclude that on a 90% confidence level, the signal-to-background is
S/B > 19. The numbers are summarized in Table 2.

The reconstructed Dalitz plot and ⇤K

� invariant mass are shown in Figure 13. The acceptance
is flat with respect to the Dalitz plot variables and the angles, which minimizes the systematics in
the planned partial wave analysis of this final state.

In order to evaluate the ⌅ and ¯

⌅ resonance parameters, the ⇤K

� and ¯

⇤K

+ mass distribu-
tions have been fitted with two Voigt functions combined with a polynomial. By comparing the
reconstructed ⇤K

� and ¯

⇤K

+ widths to the generated ones, the mass resolution was estimated to
�M = 4.0MeV for the ⌅(1690)

� and �M = 6.7MeV for the ⌅(1820)

�. The obtained fit values are
shown in Table 4. In both cases, the fitted masses are in good agreement with the input values.
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Fig. 1. Left: Various decays which allow to study the level scheme of !!-hypernuclei. Right: Production scheme of 
"−-hyperatoms and !!-hypernuclei at PANDA.

exclusively via their pionic decay in counter experiments is usually hampered by the limited mo-
mentum resolution (see e.g. [18]). The spectrum of excited particle stable states will be explored 
at the PANDA experiment by performing high resolution γ -spectroscopy. Finally, two-particle 
correlation studies between !-hypernuclei and ! hyperons – similar to conventional two par-
ticle correlation studies in heavy ion reactions (see e.g. [19]) – may explore particle-unstable 
resonances in !!-hypernuclei. Combining these three different methods we will have access to 
the complete level scheme of !!-hypernuclei.

Complemented by hyperon–hyperon correlation studies in heavy ion collisions, these mea-
surements will provide comprehensive information on the hyperon–hyperon interaction and on 
the role of !!–$$–"N mixing in nuclei [20].

2. High resolution γ -spectroscopy of ""-hypernuclei at FAIR

Since the first ideas of an antiproton storage ring HESR at the international Facility for An-
tiproton and Ion Research (FAIR), the high resolution γ -spectroscopy of !!-hypernuclei is part 
of the core programme of the PANDA experiment [12,21,22]. To produce !!-hypernuclei in a 
‘controlled’ way the conversion of a captured "− and a proton into two ! particles can be used 
(see right part of Fig. 1). The essential ingredient for the hypernuclear and hyperatom studies 
planned at PANDA is therefore the production of slow "− which can be stopped prior to their 
decay in a secondary target, eventually leading to the formation of bound hyperonic systems. 
Combined with large cross sections for the production of associated hyperon–antihyperon pairs, 
antiprotons circulating in a storage ring are ideally suited for exploring strange baryonic systems. 
Low momentum "− can be produced via the pp → "−"+ or pn → "−"0 reactions within a 
complex nucleus where the produced "− can re-scatter [12]. The advantage as compared to the 
kaon induced " production is that antiprotons are stable and can be retained in a storage ring 
thus allowing rather high luminosities. Reactions close to the "" threshold also minimize the 
production of associated particles as well as the number of secondary particles produced in other 
nuclear reactions.

In addition to the general purpose PANDA setup [22], the hypernuclear experiment requires 
a dedicated primary target to produce low momentum "−, an active secondary target of silicon 
layers and a suitable amount of absorber material to stop the "− hyperons and to detect pions 
from the weak decay of !!- and !-hypernuclei and a high purity germanium (HPGe) array as 
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Fig. 4 γ -spectrum detected in the Ge-array by cutting on the two pion momenta. The expected γ -
transitions energies from single and double hypernuclei are marked by the arrows

Figure 4 shows the γ -ray spectra gated on the four regions indicated in the two-
dimensional scatter plot. In the plots (a) and (d) the 1.684 MeV 1

2
+ and 2.86 MeV

2+ states of 11
""Be and 10

""Be, respectively, can clearly be identified. Because of the
limited statistics in the present simulations and the decreasing photopeak efficiency
at high photon energies, the strongly populated high lying states in 9

""Li at 4.55 and
5.96 MeV cannot be identified in (b). The two dominant peaks in part (c) result from
the decay of excited single hyperfragments produced in the #− + C →4

" H +9
" Be

reaction, i.e. 4
" H at an excitation energy of 1.08 MeV [22, 23] and 9

" Be at an excitation
energy of 3.029 and 3.060 MeV [24, 25]. The spectra shown in Fig. 4 corresponds
to a running time at PANDA of the order of two weeks. It is also important to
realize that gating on double non-mesonic weak decays or on mixed weak decays
may significantly improve the final rate.

4.1 Recent activities

In addition, recent activities regarding developments of the above described hyper-
nuclear detectors are progressing. A big challenge to be solved, is the limited space
available at the entrance of the PANDA spectrometer. That is crucial for the case
of the HPGe germanium detector array which has to be placed at backward axial
angles. That means, that the detector will have to operate in a high flux hadronic
environment and high magnetic field, which can influence the energy resolution
(∼3 keV at the 1,332 MeV line of Co60) of these detectors. A possible solution

Alicia Sanchez Lorente, Hyperfine Interact 213, 41 (2012) 

Fig. 4. Left: CAD drawing of the primary and secondary target of the hypernucleus setup. Right: Distribution
of the ⌅� stopping points in layers of the secondary target material in a plane transverse to the beam direction.
Because of the short lifetime of the ⌅� a minimal distance between the primary target and the absorber material
is essential to reach the optimal stopping probability.

production is that antiprotons are stable and can be retained in a storage ring thus allowing rather high
luminosities. Because of the two-step production mechanism, spectroscopic studies based on two-
body kinematics cannot be performed for ⇤⇤ hypernuclei and spectroscopic information can only be
obtained via their decay products. The kinetic energies of weak decay products are sensitive to the
binding energies of the two ⇤ hyperons. While the double pionic decay of light double hypernuclei
can be used as an e↵ective filter to reduce the background, the unique identification of hypernuclei
groundstates only via their pionic decay is usually hampered by the limited resolution. In addition to
the general purpose PANDA setup, the hypernuclear experiment requires a dedicated primary target
to produce low momentum ⌅�, an active secondary target of silicon layers and absorber material
to stop the ⌅�-hyperons and to detect pions from the weak decay of hypernuclei and a high purity
germanium (HPGe) array as � -detectors. The design of the setup and the development of these
detectors is progressing (Figs. 4 and 5).

The primary target will consist of a diamond filament which will be moved in the halo of the
antiproton beam to reach a constant luminosity during the measuring periods. Because of the short
lifetime of the ⌅�-hyperons and their finite stopping time in the secondary target, it is essential to

Fig. 5. Left: Final design of for one triple Detektors of the Panda Germanium Assembly PANGEAS. Right:
expected full -energy-peak e�ciency of the PANGEAS setup in PANDA.
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Fig. 4. Left: CAD drawing of the primary and secondary target of the hypernucleus setup. Right: Distribution
of the ⌅� stopping points in layers of the secondary target material in a plane transverse to the beam direction.
Because of the short lifetime of the ⌅� a minimal distance between the primary target and the absorber material
is essential to reach the optimal stopping probability.
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luminosities. Because of the two-step production mechanism, spectroscopic studies based on two-
body kinematics cannot be performed for ⇤⇤ hypernuclei and spectroscopic information can only be
obtained via their decay products. The kinetic energies of weak decay products are sensitive to the
binding energies of the two ⇤ hyperons. While the double pionic decay of light double hypernuclei
can be used as an e↵ective filter to reduce the background, the unique identification of hypernuclei
groundstates only via their pionic decay is usually hampered by the limited resolution. In addition to
the general purpose PANDA setup, the hypernuclear experiment requires a dedicated primary target
to produce low momentum ⌅�, an active secondary target of silicon layers and absorber material
to stop the ⌅�-hyperons and to detect pions from the weak decay of hypernuclei and a high purity
germanium (HPGe) array as � -detectors. The design of the setup and the development of these
detectors is progressing (Figs. 4 and 5).

The primary target will consist of a diamond filament which will be moved in the halo of the
antiproton beam to reach a constant luminosity during the measuring periods. Because of the short
lifetime of the ⌅�-hyperons and their finite stopping time in the secondary target, it is essential to

Fig. 5. Left: Final design of for one triple Detektors of the Panda Germanium Assembly PANGEAS. Right:
expected full -energy-peak e�ciency of the PANGEAS setup in PANDA.

6

~33.000 stopped       ’s per day⌅�

⇤⇤ Hypernuclei
Experiment PANDA

Internal Target
Conclusions

⇤⇤ Hypernuclei Production
Direct and Indirect Reactions
PANDA @ FAIR
PANDA Setup

PANDA Setup

  

From A. Sanchez, Panda Meeting 9.2012

The Hypernuclear setup of PANDA

1 diamond wire as internal
target

3 modules, each made of
alternate layers of Si µ-strips,
nuclear target, Si µ-strips...

Si µ-strips (⇡±, p detection)

HPGe array (X , � detection)

(K+ from ⌅ annihilation are
detected by the central tracker of
PANDA)

R. Introzzi on behalf of the PANDA Collaboration MeNu 2013 16[21
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Figure 19: Average transverse momentum asymmetry ↵
T

(Eq. 1) as a function of the longitudinal
momentum asymmetry for ⇤⇤-pairs produced exclusively in 1.522 GeV/c (left) and 1.696GeV/c
(right) p+20Ne interactions. The different symbols show the GiBUU predictions for different scaling
factors ⇠⇤ of the ⇤-potential.

8.2 Potential for Phase One
Karin: Are the studies presented in the following blue paragraph disconnected with the paragraphs
afterwards? It would be better to describe them on more equal footing to avoid redundancies.
Right now it is difficult to discern how many MC studies that have been performed and how hey
are connected. As concluded in Section 6.1.2, a unique feature of antiproton interactions within
the PANDA energy range is the large production cross sections of hyperon-antihyperon pairs.
However, due to the strong absorption of antibaryons in nuclei the exclusive production rate of
antihyperon-hyperon pairs will be smaller in antiproton-nucleus collisions compared to antiproton-
proton interactions. With a neon target, a Phase One luminosity of 1031 cm�2s�1) and assuming
a reconstruction efficiency of 10%, approximately one ⇤⇤-pair will be reconstructed per second.
This means that in one one day running with beam available 90% of the time, we expect almost
8·104 reconstructed ⇤⇤ pairs. This corresponds to a sample about ten times larger Karin: Is it
larger? It sounds like it in the text but it seems very strange that only a small sample has been
simulated than the one produced by simulations using the Giessen Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck
(GiBUU) transport model [?], shown in Fig. 19. Within one week of data collection, more detailed
studies of e.g. co-planarity, polarization and transverse momentum asymmetry ↵

T

will be possible.
The latter can be measured in exclusive antihyperon-hyperon pair production close to threshold
and gives access to quantitative information on antihyperon potentials in nuclei in the absence of
conventional spectroscopy studies [?, ?, ?]. These are often very challenging or even unfeasible since
antihyperons annihilate quickly [?, ?]. Schematic calculations of Ref. [?, ?] revealed a significant
sensitivity of the transverse momentum asymmetry ↵

T

to the depth of the antihyperon potential.
The asymmetry is defined event-by-event in terms of the transverse momenta of the coincident
particles

(1)

The equation does not compile. Is it necessary (it seems to be the first / onlyequation in the
document)?

More realistic calculations of this new observable, including secondary deflection and absorption
effects, have been performed using the GiBUU transport model. In this study, simulations were
carried out for ⇤⇤ pairs at 1.522 GeV/c and 1.696GeV/c p+20Ne [?] and for ⌅�

⌅

+ pairs produced
at p+12C interactions at 2.9 GeV/c [?]. Karin: and for ⌃�

⇤ if I understood the text in a following
paragraph and the figure correctly? the GiBUU model, non-linear derivative interactions are not
yet included and a simple scaling factor ⇠

p

= 0.22 was applied for the antiproton potential to ensure
a Schrödinger equivalent antiproton potential of about 150MeV at saturation density [?]. Since no
experimental information exists so far for antihyperons in nuclei, G-parity symmetry was adopted
as a starting point. In the same was as for antiprotons, the potential for antihyperons was scaled
by a factor ⇠

Y

.
Fig. 19 shows the predictions for the transverse asymmetry ↵

T

(Eq. 1) for different scaling
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Antihyperons in Nuclei

Antiprotons sensitive tool to study 
antihyperon potential in nuclei!!!

Exploit abundantly produced hyperon-
antihyperon pairs near threshold

Benchmark data to test theoretical 
concepts to describe dynamics of 
(anti)hyperons in heavy-ion collisions

p̄+20 Ne ! ⇤⇤̄+X
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Figure 20: Average transverse momentum asymmetry as a function of the longitudinal momentum
asymmetry for ⌃�

⇤ pairs (left) and ⌅

�
⌅

+ pairs (right) produced exclusively in 1.696 GeV/c p-20Ne
and 2.9GeV/c p-12C interactions, respectively. The different symbols show the GiBUU predictions
for different scaling factors for the antihyperon potentials.

factors ⇠⇤ of the ⇤-potential plotted as a function of the longitudinal momentum asymmetry ↵
L

[?]. For 1.522 GeV/c (left) as well as for 1.696GeV/c (right) antiproton momenta a remarkable
sensitivity of ↵

T

on the Here something is missing/does not compile, please check. -potential is
found at negative values of ↵

L

. I is clear that secondary effects do not wipe out the dependence
of ↵

T

on the antihyperon potential. The large ↵
T

sensitivity as well as the negative shift in ↵
T

are linked to the substantial ⇤ transverse momentum smearing due to secondary scattering. For
positive values of ↵

L

, where ¯

⇤ is emitted backward with respect to ⇤, the MC sample was too
small to draw quantitative conclusions. However, it is possible that a larger sample would reveal
a systematic variation of ↵

T

with the antihyperon potential even in this ↵
T

region. Karin: Why
not run a larger sample to sort this out?

This method can also be applied to other hyperon-antihyperon pairs. The left panel of Fig. 20
show predictions for ⌃

�
⇤ pairs produced in 1.696 GeV/c p-20Ne reactions. The right panel show

the first attempt to calculate the momentum asymmetry for ⌅�
⌅

+-pair production in 2.9 GeV/c p-
12C interactions. As in the case of ⇤¯

⇤, the production of hyperon-antihyperon pairs was artificially
enhanced by a factor of 10 in the GiBUU sumulatoins [?]. Thus, this figure corresponds to 790
million inclusive reactions. For an average antiproton interaction rate of 8·105 s�1 this corresponds
to a running time of about 15 minutes. For each value of the scaling factor ⇠

⌅
+ , about 1800

⌅

�
⌅

+ pairs were generated. Assuming a reconstruction efficiency of 20%, PANDA we expect
⇡5 reconstructed ⌅

�
⌅

+ pairs per minute. The accumulation of 105 ⌅

�
⌅

+ pairs required for
quantitative statements about the ⌅

+ potential will require a running time of the order of 16 days.
This is compatible with the earlier estimates based on a schematic model [?, ?]. Hence, the prospect
of this measurement at PANDA is very good, once a reasonable interaction rate for nuclear targets
has been established.

The studies proposed here require measurements the reference reaction pp ! Y Y . However, as
discussed in section 6.1, such measurements already constitute an important part of the hyperon
production programme and can, thanks to the predicted large production rate, be completed in a
very short time.

The numbers presented here illustrate that even with rather conservative assumptions about
luminosity, PANDA can provide unique and relevant information on the behaviour of antihyperons
in nuclei already during Phase One.

8.3 Impact

Jozef and Albrecht, could you please write a few sentences here?
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Important first step towards the |S|=2 
hypernuclei program of PANDA

PANDA, NPA954, 323 (2016)
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Prototype Tests: Barrel 
PROTO 120: next test @ MAMI: Dec. 11-13 
•  Two 5x5 matrices 
•  APFEL-ASIC readout 
•  New mechanics, cooling 
•  Monitoring from front 
  

Stefan Diehl, JLU Giessen 

 16 J. Schwiening, December 2015 

2015:    Finalize R&D, validate design in test beam, write TDR draft. 

2016:    Finalize TDR, present at CollabMeet and submit to FAIR. 

2017-2020:  Component Fabrication, Assembly, Installation. 

•  2017:    Finalize definition of production specs, intiate tender. 

•  2017-2020:  Industrial fabrication of fused silica bars and prisms. 
     Industrial production of  photon sensors. 

•  2018-2019:  Production and QA of readout electronics at GSI/Mainz. 

•  2018-2020:  Fabrication of bar containers and mechanical support frame, 
      gluing of bars, construction of complete bar boxes. 
     Detailed scans of all sensors in Erlangen. 
     Assembly of readout modules in Mainz. 

•  2020:  Installation of mechanical support frame in PANDA  
    insert bar boxes, mount readout modules. 
   Ready as “Start Setup / Day One” detector. 

PANDA BARREL DIRC SCHEDULE 

DIRC bar with laser 

Photon sensor 

Thank you for your attention. 

Mechanics Forward Endcap EMC 
•  Backplate &support 
•  Submodules 
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 … covers particle, hadron, and nuclear aspects 
   - quark d.o.f.: from light to heavy 
   - gluon d.o.f.: glueballs, hybrids, etc. 
   - meson-baryon d.o.f.: B-B interaction in SU(3) 

 …  is complementary and competitive 
   - unique antiproton facility 
   - versatile detector  

 … follows a staged approach  
   - driven by step-wise luminosity/detector upgrades 
   - with a broad program at each phase 

 … is open for collaboration and new ideas!
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